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EXPONENTIALS ON LOCALLY COMPACT ABEL1AN GROUPS

DAVID NOVAK AND KELLY McKENNON

Abstract. The canonical mapping on the product of a LCA group with its dual is

shown to extend uniquely in a homomorphic and analytic way to the product of

the respective complexifications.

According to the Pontryagin-Van Kampen theory, locally compact Abelian

groups exist in pairs. If (G, (?) is one of these pairs, one can either view G as the

character group of §, or § the character group of G. For x E G and v £ §, we

shall write the value of x at v (or the value of y at x, depending on one's point of

view) as <jc, v>.

Let T(G) be the group of all continuous, nonzero complex-valued, homomor-

phisms (relative to multiplication in C).

Then, for each/ in T(G), 0 £ f(@) and/ is the (unique) product of a homomor-

phism |/| \@ -» R + and a character //|/|. Thus G may be regarded as a direct

summand of the group T(G), such that the complementary summand 11(G) is

isomorphic with the group of continuous homomorphisms h\@ -* R +.

The canonical map on G X S extends in a trivial way to maps (which we denote

also by < , »

r(G) X g -h> C   and   G X F(ö) -> C.

When G is «-dimensional Euclidean space E, then § = E as well and

(x,y) = eix-y       (Vx,vE£)

is the canonical mapping. Here T(G) may be identified with «-dimensional unitary

space U (in which E is viewed as a real form) and the extension of the canonical

map is

(z,y) = eiz-y       (Vz £ U, y £ E).

In this particular case, however, the extension proceeds even further to a map on

T(G) X T(§),

U X U 3 (a, b) -+ eM

(where ■ is the inner produce on i/). It is the business of this paper to show that an

analogous extension obtains for the general LCA group G.

The principal tool employed in studying the extension is a space SL(G) of test

functions on G. This space was introduced in [4] for the purpose of finding as large
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a space of distributions as possible on which the Fourier transform was an

isomorphism. It is of intrinsic interest itself and will be the subject of a subsequent

paper.

If a E T(G) and b E T(§ ), we shall write a and b for the homomorphisms

q}§ 3y-^(a,y),       b\G 3 x -► (x, b);

we write \a\ and |Z>| for the elements in 11(G) and 11(a), respectively, such that

\a\ |S 3 v —kGOl    and   |è| \G 3 x -► \b(x)\.

By convention, we use additive notation for the operations on the Abelian groups

G and S.

1. The space of test functions. Let 91(G) be the set of all / £ S,(G) such that

/ E S,(§). As is well known, 91(G) is a dense ideal of the Banach (convolution)

algebra S,(G). By %(G), we shall mean the set of all functions f\G -»• C such that

(i) bf E 91(G) for all b £ T(§)
and

(ü) e(*/)"e9Î(ë) for all (a, b) E T(G) X T(§) (where * denotes the Fourier

transformation).

For complementary subgroups Sx, S2 of G and functions /,|Sx -» C and f2\S2 -+

C, we define/, <8> f2\G -h> C by

/, ®/2(5, + s2) = fx(sx) -f2(s2)       (\/sx + s2GSx®S2= G).

Lemma 1. Let G be a direct sum Sx ® S2 of closed subgroups and suppose

fj E Z(Sj) (j = 1, 2). Then we have /, ®/2 E £(G).

Proof. We have § = S, ® S2 where S, and S2 are the annihilators of S2 and

5„ respectively, [2, 23.18]. Furthermore, S, and S2 are the duals of Sx and S2,

respectively. Recall that the Haar measure of a product is the product of the Haar

measures [2, 15.29]. Thus

(/1®/2r=/i®/2.

If a £ r(G) and b £ T(@) are arbitrary, then a = ax®a2 and b = bx <8> b2 for

Oj £ T(Sj) and b} E Y(%f),j = 1, 2. We have

b(ft ®/2) = *,/, ® *2/2.       «(*(/, ®/a))" = q1(bJlY®q2{him

and

te(¿K/, ®/2))T = («,(6,/,)T® (a2(62/2)T.

That/, ® /2 is in £(G) is now evident.   Q.E.D.

For d £ G and/| G -* C, we define rf/|G -► C by d/(x) = fix - d) (Vx E G).

Theorem 1. 77ieve exwtó a minimal approximate identity for Ö,(G) in %(G).

Proof. The structure theory [2, 24.30] provides a decomposition G = E ® H in

which E may be taken as «-dimensional Euclidean space and H a group with

compact open subgroup K. Consequently § = & © % where

g = {>> eS:<;c,v> = l(Vxeff)}
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and

% m {y E g : (x,y) - 1 (Vx £ E)}.

Furthermore [2, 23.18], S and 3C are the duals of E and H, respectively-thus S

may also be taken as «-dimensional Euclidean space, and the annihilator $- =

{y € %: <x, v> = 1 (Vx E /Q} of ÍT in % is a compact, open subgroup of %

[2, 23.29]. The duality theory [2, 24.11] implies that 9C/| is topologically isomor-

phic to the dual of K.

The Banach algebra ÜX(K) admits a minimal approximate identity {«„} consist-

ing of nonnegative, positive-definite functions in 9t(^T) such that

the support of each ha is a finite set (1)

([3, 33.12] and [2, 23.17]). For each index a, let ga\H -» R be equal to Aa on K and

vanish on every other coset of K in H. Let a E r(/i) and b E T(SC) be arbitrary,

and let a be an arbitrary index for the net {ga). The support of bga being a subset

of the compact set K, evidently

bga £ 0,(10. (2)

Since K is compact, £»1^ is a character and therefore the Extension Theorem

[2, 24.12] provides an element d of % such that rf|^ = b\K. For all>> E 3C we have

(hga)'(y) = / b(x)ga(x)yjx) dx

- f *(*)&(*) ÏÔÔ <& = ¿.tr - d). (3)
■'a

From (1) follows that there exists a finite subset 9 of OC such that the cosets

;+fjËf, are pairwise disjoint and the support supp(ga)" of ga is a subset of

& + f. Thus (3) implies that

supp((ègj") C(/+ï + }.

Since f is compact, so is d + <3r + f and (6g0)" is in 8,(3C). This, with (2), yields

bga E %(H). (4)

The compactness of the support of (bga)~ also implies that

a_(bgay&üx(%). (5)

Since a|j is a character on £, the Extension Theorem provides an element r oî H

such that r|j = a|j. From (3) we have (where £x denotes the characteristic function

of A-for any A- c S)

(bgaY = d( ¿a) = </      2   gaty + l)  = d(g«) '    2     (d+yyi^)

which yields

a{bgar = Ága) ̂ 'rldty)-'^^- (6)

Since £^ is continuous and positive-definite [3, 32.43], it follows from (6) and

[3, 32.10] that a(6g„)" is in the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra B(G) of G. Thus, by a
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corollary of Bochner's Theorem [3, 33.10], (a(bga)~)~ is in ÜX(H). This, with (5),

implies that a(6ga)" is in 9t(0C). Hence, in view of (4),

ga £ %(H). (7)

It is shown in [4, Lemma 4] that there exists a minimal approximate identity {vB}

for %X(E) in S£(F). Thus, by Lemma 1, {vß <8> ga) is a minimal approximate

identity for S,(G) in 51(G).   Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. Let p be a complex regular Borel measure on G such that fG b d\ p\ <

oo for all b £ II(g ), and let f be in Z(G). Then p * f is in %(G) as well.

Proof. Let a £ T(G) and b £ T(§) be arbitrary. A direct calculation shows that

b( M * /) = bp* bf (where bp is the measure whose value at any Borel set B is

S b b dp)- Since bp is by hypothesis a bounded measure, and since bf is in S,(G)

(/being in %(G)), we have

b(p*f) = bß*bf<Eüx(G). (8)

Furthermore,

\\a_(b(p*f)Yh =\\a(bpy(bfy\\x <||(ftu)1„||a(6/r||,

<\\bß\\l\\a_(bf)'\\x<«>. (9)

When a = 1, (9) means that b( p * /)* is in 2,(0 )-thus, by (8) we have

é(M*/)E9T(G). (10)

The equality

(q.(b(p *f))r=((bpya_(bf)r=(bp) ♦ (a_(bf)y,

together with the fact that/ is in SL(G), implies that (a(b(p */))")" is in ß,(G)-

hence a(b(M * /))" is in 9t(S). Thus, by (10), p * f is in %(G).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. 77ie set Z(G) is a dense subalgebra of ß,(G).

Proof. That %(G) is an algebra follows from Lemma 2. If / E 2,(G) has

compact support and if {/„} is the approximate identity of Theorem 1, then

/ * fa -»/ in 2,(G) and Lemma 2 implies that each/ */„ is in %(G). Thus S£(G) is

dense in ß,(G).    Q.E.D.

2. The canonical mapping on T(G) X Y(§).

Lemma 3. Ler f} £ X(G) û/k/ x, Œ G be arbitrary (J - 1, 2). 77ie« /or a// a £

r(G)a«¿Z> Er(§),

(i)

*(^!) • ((6/,r«r(*.) • (/2«)'(^) = b(x2) ■ ((bf2)'aY(x2) ■ (fxaY(xx).

Proof. We shall have recourse to the easily-verified equalities

d(x)-(fd)'-(-x) = (xfd)'; (11)

(fd)'*h=f*(dhy; (12)
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for all d E r(S), x E G, and/, h £ £(G). The left side of (i) equals

*(*i) f f(bfiy(y)a_(y)x_x(-y)f2(r)a_(r)x_2(-r) dr dy

= [ f t(xx) ■ (bfx)'(y) ■ x ,(-v) -f2(r - y) ■ -x_2(r - y) ■ a_(r) dr dy

(by substituting r — y for r)

= f f(*,fS'(y) ■ UAH' - y) ■ a_(r) dr dy       (by (11))•'§•'§

= [UfibY*Uf2Y(r)-a_(r)dr
J§

= f UftY * U&\r) ■ a_(r) dr (by (12))
Jê

which, by symmetry, equals the right side of (i).    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. Let (a, b) E II(G) X T(@) be arbitrary and let f £ X(G) be nonzero.

Then the function C 3 z —» fg(bf)~(y) ■ (q_(y))z ay is entire analytic.

Proof. Evidently § 3 y —> (a(y))z is a continuous homomorphism of §. Let y

be a Jordan curve in the plane and write m and M for elements of y([0, 1]) whose

real parts have minimal and maximal modulus, respectively. Since/is in £(G), we

have for all z E y([0, 1])

f\(bf)'(y)\ ■ \a_(yY\ dy < \\(bf)'- (a)m\\x + \\(bf)'- (a)M\\x < oo.

Thus we may apply Fubini's Theorem to obtain

f ¡(bjy(y) ■ (a_(y)Y dy dz = f (bf)'(y) f(a_(y)Y dz dy = 0
JyJg J§ Jy

by Cauchy's Theorem. Since y was chosen arbitrarily, Morera's Theorem implies

that the function sending each z E C to

f (bf)'(y) ■ (a(y)Y dy is analytic.   Q.E.D.
Jq

Lemma 5. For each a E T(G), there exists f £ %(G) such that fsf(y)a(y) dy ^ 0.

Proof. Theorem 2 guarantees the existence of « £ S(G) such that Jgh(y) dy =£

0. Lemma 4 implies that F|C 3 z -+f gh(y)\a(y)\z dy is entire analytic. Since

0 f* F(0), there exists r E R such that 0 ¥= F(\ + ir). Let x E G satisfy -x = laj"" •

|a|/a and define/ to be xh. Then

0 + F(\ + ir) = ( h(y)x(-y)a_(y) ay = f f(y)a(y) dy.   Q.E.D.
•'s -'s

Lemma 3 can be interpreted as stating that, for each (a, b) E T(G) X T(§), the

number

mg&m (.3)
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does not depend on the / E S£(G) and x £ G employed in its computation

(provided, of course, the denominator is nonzero). When x = 0, then (13) becomes

fS(bf)Xy)-q.(y)dy--- (14)

hf(y)-a(y)dy

and Lemma 5 guarantees that the denominator can be made nonzero. When a is in

G, (14) becomes

(y(a) = b(a).

When b is in %,

((bf)'(y) ■ a(y) dy = f fiy - b) ■ a_(y) dy = a(b) f f(y) ■ a_(y) dy

so (14) becomes b(a). Thus, there is no impropriety in defining b(a) to be the

number in (13) or (14) for any a £ T(G) and b £ T(§), and so we do so.

Theorem 3. For all a,c E T(G) and b,d E T(3 ), we have

b(a + c) = b(a) ■ b(c)   and    b + d(a) = b(a) ■ b(d).

Proof. For x £ G, we have by (14) and (13)

b(a + x) =
fS(bf)\y)' a + x(y)dy

JsAy) ■ a + x(y)dy

= «fe?gH-*> = b(a)b(x).
(AH-*)

Thus, the function

F\C 3 z -^b(a + z\c\)

equals b(a) • b(z\c\) for all imaginary z (where z|c| is defined by z|c| = \cjz). In

view of Lemma 4, we thus have

b(a + z|c|) = b(a)-b(z\c\)

for all z £ C. Since c — |c| is in G, we have

b(a + c) = b(a + (c - \c\) + \c\) = b(a + \c\)b(c - \c\)

= b(a)b(\c\)b(c - \c\) = 6(^)6(101 + (c - |c|)) = b(a)b(c).

Furthermore, by (14),

iÁbdf)'(y) ■ a_(y) dy fs(df)'(y) ■ a(y) ay
b + d(a) =

SÁáfY(y) ■ qfy) dy      fj(y) . a(y) dy

= b(a)-d(a).    Q.E.D.

Theorem 4. The equality 21(G)* = %(§) holds.

Proof. In view of the Fourier Inversion Theorem, it will suffice to show that

Z(G)'czZ(ê).
Let/ £ Z(G) and (a, b) £ T(G) X T(§) be arbitrary. Since of = a(l ■ ff is in

91(g), to show that/is in %(§), it will suffice to demonstrate that (qf)'b is in 91(G).
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For each x £ G, (13) yields

(( -b /VaV(x)

so

Since/is in 2(G), H>/)"ß is in 91(g), whence follows that ((^bfYqy is in 91(G).

Thus, by (15), (af)'b is in 91(G) as well.   Q.E.D.

Corollary. Under either convolution or pointwise multiplication, 2(G) is an

algebra.

Proof. That 2(g ) is an algebra under convolution is a consequence of Theorem

2. Since the Fourier transformation converts convolution to pointwise multiplica-

tion, Theorem 4 implies that 2(G) is closed under pointwise multiplication.

Q.E.D.
For (a, b) E T(G) X T(§ ) we define a(b) by interchanging the roles of G and g.

°W = ((a/B\y)°(y) (i6)
(fb) (y)

for all v £ g and / E 2(g ) for which the denominator is nonzero.

Theorem 5. For all (a, b) E T(G) X T(g), we have b(a) = a(b).

Proof. In view of Theorem 3, it will suffice to show that -a(b) • b(a) = 1. For

/ E 2(G), we have/ £ 2(g) and, by (16) and (14),

,.v   ,, s      fe(fa-l)'(x)b(x)dx fg(fb)\y)■ a(y)dy
-a (b) ■ b(a) =-;-::-

/,/-(*)*<*)& fêf(y)-a(y)dy

_ SS S S fis) • a-\s) ■ Q, -s} ■ b(x) •/(>•) • b(r) ■ <r, ->>> • a_(y)drdsdxdy

SSSSh')- <*■ -*> • Kx) f(r) ■ ir, -yy ■ a(y)drdsdxdy

_  S S S Sf(s) ■ a(s) ■ <-r, s} ■ Q, ^> • b(x) ■ b(-r) ■ f(r) ■ b{r) ■ <r, -y} ■ <r, s} ■ a_(y) ■ a_(-s)drdsdxdy

S S S S fa) ■ <x, s} ■ b(x)-f(r) ■ <#•, -^> • a(y)drdsdxdy

- 1.

(substituting -j for s, x — r for x, and y — s for v in the numerator successively,

and -s for s in the denominator).   Q.E.D.

We say that a function /|r(G) -» C is analytic provided the function mapping

each z E C to/(za) is analytic for each a £ n(G), where za is defined by

*a(y) = a{yï   for all v E g.

Theorem 6. 77ie mapping

MT(G) X r(g) 3 (a, b) -* a(b) = b(a)

is the only extension of the canonical mapping < , > on G X â to T(G) X T(§) which

is homomorphic and analytic in each variable.
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Proof. That T(G) X T(g) 3 (a, &)—» b(a) is homomorphic in each variable is

just Theorem 3. That it is analytic in the first variable follows from (14) and

Lemma 4. That it is analytic in the second variable follows from the symmetry

implied by Theorem 5.

Let <f> be an extension to T(G) x T(@) of the canonical map on G X g which is

homomorphic and analytic in each variable. That </> is homomorphic in each

variable implies that it is determined by its restriction to 11(G) X 11(g). Let

(a, b) £ n(G) X 11(g) be arbitrary. For each r £ R, the map sending each z E C

to <t>(za, irb) agrees on the imaginary axis with that sending each z £ C to

\p(za, irb). By the Uniqueness Theorem, it follows that

<$>(a, irb) = tp(a, irb)    for all r £ R.

Since the maps sending each z E C to <p(a, zb) and \p(a, zb) agree on the imaginary

axis,  it  follows  that  they  agree  everywhere.  In  particular,  <p(a, b) = \p(a, b).

Q.E.D.
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